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FROM THE CHAIRMAN

Dear Members
I am glad to say that the Petersfield and District Philatelic Society will restart its "first Monday of the
month meetings" on Monday 2 August at 7.30 p m at the Petersfield Community Centre I would ask
those who attend to bring up to 16 pages from your collections to display and talk about for say 3-4
minutes. Some of you will no doubt wish to continue using a face mask and I would encourage you to
do this if it makes you feel safe enough to attend the meeting. I would be most grateful if you will email
me or leave a message on my Answer Phone if you are hoping to attend with a brief one- line description
of what you hope to display. I propose to space out the chairs to a certain extent although I am
expecting the current rules will no longer apply . I would also suggest we do not gather round a particular
frame in a large group. I am expecting one prospective new member to attend - his name is Michael
Martin.
Did you go to the recent Midpex ? Dealers’ tables were well spread out and it was easy to sit at a
particular table to look through an album, stockbook and box of covers. Wearing masks was mandatory
then. I thought it was a great success.
At the end of the 2 August meeting, I would like a discussion about the form future meetings will take
please - but ideas in advance by email or letter are welcome. I want to hold the postponed A.G.M. on
Monday 6 September and couple this with some short displays and the single item competition. At the
A.G.M. I need some volunteers to


take minutes of committee meetings



carry out secretarial activities



liaise with the Petersfield Community Centre over Monday meetings and the auction and with
Winton House over committee meeting dates.



organise visiting speakers



take on responsibility for the Society website

HAMPEX is on 25 September at Wickham Community Centre. I have agreed that our Society will

provide two 16 sheet displays from our collections. This is not a competition but is to give visitors
something else to look at. Who would like to offer a 16 sheet display please ? Can you let me have its
title please ? I must submit details of our two displays by the end of August. The display itself must be
handed in to the Hampshire Philatelic Federation officials at the Petersfield Community Centre on 5
September. When do you want visiting speakers to come again ?
We have the postponed auction on Saturday 30 October and David Snowden would welcome a few more
helpers on that day.
Best wishes
Robin Pizer
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NEW’S LETTER
In these unusual circumstances it seemed best to print Robin Pizer’s letter exactly as it has already circulated by Email, for it sets out the club’s situation comprehensively and will serve as guidance for the next few months and
provide a record of how matters stand following a loosening of the anti-Covid restrictions – a loosening that we all
fervently hope will not prove premature.
It is remarkable that interest in our hobby shows no sign of waning. The magazines have continued publication,
with no dearth of new or revived material to fill their pages. New issues still pour out unabated, regardless of
warnings about “golden eggs”. Auctions, particularly postal ones, seem to thrive, though some spectacular results
might prove to be indicators of forthcoming inflation.
It seems remarkable too that so much very expensive material constantly flows into the auction market. Obviously
much comes from ‘estates’, but one wonders how much results from exhibitors unloading their stamps after
winning medals and then going on to a new field of interest and using the proceeds of a sale to finance that. So
those treasures go round and round and the auction houses prosper. But what about lots such as no.26 and 27 in
this year’s July Mayfair sale (which will have passed by the time you read this). They consisted of two ‘luxury’
Imperial albums, one Commonwealth and one Foreign, mostly compiled in the early years of the 20th century,
with very few of the designated spaces remaining unfilled. They were estimated to fetch up to £25,000 and
£18,000 respectively. What is their future? Will someone with money try to fill those gaps, or will the
unthinkable happen, dismantling and scattering? As a rare example of a general collection of the period, they
must together constitute a museum piece.

From there we can go on to consider the fate of the unique One Cent British Guiana, which to many
people’s amazement has been bought by Stanley Gibbons Ltd for many millions of dollars. Their
suggestion is that apart from being used for publicity purposes its ownership might be split amongst a
large number of collectors. That sounds thoroughly unworkable. Anyhow therein lies a strange
coincidence which can be revealed at our August meeting.

Auction !
Finally, we have a date for access to the Community Centre! Finally, we can commit to running our
annual auction! Finally, the Covid situation and related constraints should allow us, and hordes of
guests, to gather, mix and indulge in some communal philatelic business. All things being equal, i.e.
assuming there are no serious twists and turns in the virus saga, the P.D.P.S. room auction will take place
on
SATURDAY 30th OCTOBER SATURDAY 30th OCTOBER
As usual, viewing will be from 10.0 a.m. to 1.30 p.m., with the sale starting at 2.0 p.m.
This year there is clearly a surfeit of philatelic material for sale, and I expect that to be matched by a
pent-up demand for our usual mix of stamps, covers, postcards, albums, supplies, literature and odd
miscellany that we always provide. So please mark that day in diaries, and if anyone decides to pray to a
plague divinity, Apollo, Tien Hua Niang Niang, Ruohtta, Resheph, and Chalchiuhtotalin may all be
reached on social media.
I am still able to accept lots for the auction, and will be able to collect any at the monthly meeting on
Monday 2nd August. There will also be the opportunity to offer to help with the auction on the day.
David Snowden
Tel. 02392 591413
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INDIA
Early Issues and Provisionals

The first stamps valid for postage throughout India were placed on sale in October 1854
with four values: 1/2 anna, 1 anna, 2 annas, and 4 annas. Featuring a youthful
profile of Queen Victoria, all four values were issued without perforations or gum. All
were lithographed except for the 2 annas green, which was produced by typography from
copper clichés or from electrotyped plates. The 4 annas value was one of the world's first
bicolored stamps and exists printed from several different dies. The most valuable are cut
square but are often found cut to shape.

SG18 Die 1

SG19 Die II

SG23 Die III

SG24 Die III

A new design for stamps, with Queen Victoria in an oval vignette inside a rectangular frame, was
inscribed "EAST INDIA POSTAGE". These stamps were recess printed by De La Rue in England (who
produced all the subsequent issues of British India until 1925). The first of these became available in
1855 printed on Blue Glazed paper. They continued in use well after the British government took over
the administration of India in 1858, following the 1857 Rebellion against the East India Company's rule.
From 1865 the Indian stamps were printed on paper watermarked with an elephant's head.
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SG 36 8 Annas on Blued Paper SG 37 ½ Anna & SG 44 2 Annas

The amount of mail moved by the Indian postal system increased dramatically, by a factor of 4, between
1854 and 1871.
New regulations removed the special postage privileges enjoyed by officials of the East India Company.
Stamps for “official use” were overprinted “Service” on postage stamps and “Service Postage” on
revenue stamps.
Due to shortages, revenue stamps were used provisionally with the “ Foreign Bill” inscription at the top
and bottom cut off and the stamps overprinted “Postage” or “Service Postage”. These Provisional
Stamps were introduced in May 1866 and were in use until new issues became available in 1882. The
Foreign Bill six annas stamps overprinted “Postage” occur with two different size overprints as shown in
SG66 and SG68 below. There are at least 20 versions of the SG66 overprint.
The third stamp below, SG016, is the two annas provisional overprinted “Service Postage”. A similar
stamp with the “Foreign Bill” inscription intact sold in 2010 f0r £19,000.
SG66

SG68

SG016
Scan of SG016
(On small piece) with “Foreign Bill” attached

P.M.
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A HOLE NEW APPROACH?
Have you ever encountered a discarded empty envelope with a neat hole in the top right corner where someone has
apparently cut a stamp out ? Probably you threw it away and that was the end of it. But it may not have originally
been what you thought. Read on.
L’Académie de Philatelie, based in the museum of La Poste in Paris, recently awarded a prize to its member
Francis Faures for a collection of “Enveloppes a Trou”, which he had formed as a result of an article in the
magazine Timbroscopie in 2007. He showed that the manufacture and use of envelopes with stamp-sized holes
in the top right corner of the address side resulted from a craze to avoid the spoiling of postcards (not necessarily
picture cards) by postal cancellations or other maltreatment. Created specially at the request of cartophiles mainly
in France, “to protect their documents from dirt as well as from prying eyes” such envelopes were very likely to be
thrown away after use, which explains their rarity. They obviously required postage at the current letter rate,
greater than that for the postcards within. In M. Faures’ account of his display he wrote (in translation) that
“eleven years of intensive and obstinate excavations in the boxes of second-hand dealers and [extensive] research .
. . . have failed to alter my interest in them”.
He cites the period of use as 1846 to 1939, but it is hard to see any justification for the earlier date, which was
three years earlier than the first French stamps and earlier still in relation to the first postcards. However his 20 th
century examples range world-wide, mainly from French-speaking areas but also from South America, and some
are illustrated here. It seems likely that in most cases the envelopes’ survival was due to the fact that other stamps
were stuck on the outside when necessary, supplementing the single ones within the holes that paid postage and
also received cancellations. It seems unlikely that the latter would benefit by getting a neater postmark; that was
not the purpose.

Envelope originating in Argentina sent from La Paz in Bolivia to

War-time cover sent from Brussels to Antwerp in 1914 -

Longjumeau, Seine-et-Oise, France via Panamá, 1914.

unusual in having four holes (‘clover-leaf’) instead of one.

The oval hole frames a local-rate stamp still on the card inside,

The contents are missing from this example.

which was supplemented to cover the foreign letter rate
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Cover from Buenos Aires, Argentina to Glasgow, 1914

Cover from Hong Kong to Saint-Raphael, Var, France, 1926 -

– insufficiently franked on the card inside at 5 centavos

marked 00 to indicate Indo-China stamps not

instead of 12, and thus taxed at 3 pence on arrival.

valid, and with French ‘T’ for tax.

M. Faures also mentions a somewhat similar use of envelopes with holes for a pigeon-post race in connection with
the Air-post Philatelic Exhibition of 1954. They were designed to contain the so-called “Colombo grams” and to
receive one normal circular cancellation on the Marianne postage stamp and a second through the hole on to the
flown message within. This presumably authenticated the timing of the birds.

Thanks to Robin Pizer for spotting the article on which this was based, and providing translations.
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Fifty Years Ago
From Gibbons Stamp Monthly, August 1971
WHO WILL SAVE ‘GPO 1’?
The fate of ‘GPO 1’, the first mobile post office – a trailer motor vehicle built in 1936 – is in the balance.
For the past two years it has been standing ‘desolate and unused ‘ at the Post Office’s Yeading motor
repair depot, and the historic red and gold vehicle is due to be offered for sale – probably as scrap –
unless some ‘good Samaritan’ (a museum or preservation society) steps in.

Step forward Tom Norgate, and tell us what happened !

Hot weather Postcards
A Post Office announcement that reply-paid postcards were being withdrawn – because of
diminished demand – on July 1 was somewhat compensated by news from Okinawa in the
Ryukyu Islands that “the 1½ c. postcard for inquiry after a person’s health in the hot season of 1971 would
be issued on July 10”.

For Your Diary
2 August

7.30

17 August
28 August

Members’ Displays at Community Centre, Love Lane, Petersfield
Spink auction at 15 Abchurch Lane, London EC4

10.00 – 3.30 Fair at Donnington Parish Hall, Stockbridge Road, Donnington, Chichester

3 September

9.00 – 4.00 Fair at Royal National Hotel, Bedford Way, Russell Square, London WC1

6 September 7.30

Members’ Displays at Community Centre, Love Lane, Petersfield

7 September

Spink auction at 15 Abchurch Lane , London EC4

9 September

Spink auction at 15 Abchurch Lane, London EC4

12 September 10.00 – 3.00 Fair at St Crispin’s Centre, London Road, Wokingham – 07957 158299
13 September
17-18 September

Stanley Gibbons auction at 399,Strand, London WC2
Autumn South of England Postcard Fair at Woking Leisure Centre, Woking 01929 463498

25 September 9.00 – 3.00 Fair at Onslow Village Hall, Wilderness Road, Onslow, Guildford
25 September

HAMPEX at Wickham Centre, Mill Lane, Wickham

29 September – 2 October Autumn STAMPEX at Business Design Centre, Upper Street, Islington
4 October

Members’ Displays at Community Centre, Love Lane, Petersfield

10 Octoiber 10.00 – 3.00

Fair at St Crispin’s Centre, London Road, Wokingham

Telephone numbers are given in instances where information received may not be up to date. Check before travelling!
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